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ABSTRACT
We propose a generative Causal Adversarial Network (CAN) for learning and sampling from obser-
vational (conditional) and interventional distributions. In contrast to the existing CausalGAN which
requires the causal graph for the labels to be given, our proposed framework learns the causal relations
from the data and generates samples accordingly. In addition to the relationships between labels,
our model also learns the label-pixel and pixel-pixel dependencies and incorporate them in sample
generation. The proposed CAN comprises a two-fold process namely Label Generation Network
(LGN) and Conditional Image Generation Network (CIGN). The LGN is a novel GAN architecture
which learns and samples from the causal graph over multi-categorical labels. The sampled labels are
then fed to CIGN, a new conditional GAN architecture, which learns the relationships amongst labels
and pixels and pixels themselves and generates samples based on them. This framework additionally
provides an intervention mechanism which enables the model to generate samples from interventional
distributions. We quantitatively and qualitatively assess the performance of CAN and empirically
show that our model is able to generate both interventional and observational samples without having
access to the causal graph for the application of face generation on CelebA data.
1 Introduction
Generative Adversarial Networks (GANs) [1] are ubiquitous tools for non-parametric sampling from complicated and
high-dimensional distributions. GANs have achieved promising results in generating sharp-looking and realistic images
and videos [2, 3]. They are also exploited to generate samples from categorical distributions [4] as well as text data [5].
One well-known extension of GAN is conditional GAN (cGAN) which enables sampling from conditional distributions.
cGANs are designed to generate a random variable (e.g. image) given instances of another sets of random variables (e.g.
labels). Several frameworks for cGAN with impressive performance have been proposed [6, 7]. Traditional cGANs
assume the labels are independent and changing one label does not affect the distribution of other labels. However, this
assumption does not hold in many real-world cases and in fact labels often have causal relationships with each other [8].
Ignoring such dependencies could result in generating unrealistic samples. However, questions such as "what if the
person had mustache or was bald?" are interesting questions and could lead into generating interesting samples that do
not belong to the observed data. In order to model causal relations and answer "what if?" questions, causal inference
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provides powerful tools, i.e. Structural Equation Models (SEMs), as a way of encoding causal relationships, and
intervention mechanisms [9]. Intervention on one variable is different from conditioning on it in the sense that the latter
affects the distributions of both ancestors and descendants of the variable in the causal graph whereas the intervention
only affects the distribution of descendants. For instance, given gender → mustache as a part of the causal graph,
conditioning on mustache changes the distribution of the gender and thus, we only see males with mustache in the
generated samples. Intervening on mustache on the other hand does not affect the gender and hence, we expect to see
both males and females with mustache in our samples. the distribution resulted from intervening on some variables is
called the interventional distribution. To consider dependencies between labels and generate samples from interventional
distribution, CausalGAN [8] proposes an adversarial training framework to learn a causal generative model based on a
given causal graph. Despite promising results, this framework requires the causal graph of the labels to be given which
cannot be satisfied in most real-world cases. Moreover, CausalGAN only considers the causal relationships between the
labels and does not take the label-pixel and pixel-pixel relations into account. Furthermore, since the label generator in
CausalGAN contains one neural net per each node in the causal graph of the labels, the model cannot be scaled when
the number of labels is big. To address these problems, we propose a novel generative Causal Advesarial Network
(CAN) which aims to: 1) learn the causal relations between labels from the data instead of considering it to be given and
generate labels accordingly; 2) learn the label-pixel and pixel-pixel relations and consider them in generating images
and 3) generate samples from interventional and observational distributions. Particularly, CAN is a 2-fold framework
which consists of a Label Generation Network, a novel GAN, and Conditional Image Generation Network, a novel
cGAN. The Label Generation Network is trained to learn the causal graph over the labels from the data and generates
samples from the learned graph. The labels are then fed to the Conditional Image Generation Network, an extension of
AC-GAN [7] which is designed to take in a set of labels, learn the label-pixel and pixel-pixel relationships from the data
and generate the images accordingly. We also propose an intervention mechanism which enables the framework to
sample from both conditional and interventional distributions. This allows the framework to generate samples which
may not exist in the data (e.g. images of bald women). Illustrative examples can be found in Figure 2. Our contributions
can be summerized as follows: 1) We propose a novel architecture called generative Causal Adversarial Network, which
is capable of generating high quality and diverse samples from observational and interventional distributions without
requiring the causal graph to be known. Specifically, the model learns the label-label, label-pixel and pixel-pixel causal
dependencies from the data and generate samples based on the learned relationships; 2) We propose an intervention
mechanism for our proposed framework which enables generating samples from interventional distributions using
generative adversarial networks; and 3) Our extensive quantitative and qualitative experiments show the superiority of
our model over existing cGANs as well as the existing CausalGAN. We also demonstrate sampling from interventional
distribution through a face generation application on CelebA data.
2 Causal Adversarial Network (CAN) Framework
In this section, we introduce our proposed generative Causal Adversarial Network (CAN), which aims to: 1) learn the
label-label, label-pixel and pixel-pixel causal dependencies and generate samples according to them; 2) enable sampling
from both observational (conditional) and interventional distributions. Our proposed framework consists of a Label
Generation Network (LGN) and a Conditional Image Generation Network (CIGN). The proposed LGN is a GAN-based
framework which learns the causal graph over the labels from the data and samples from it given a noise input. The
sampled labels along with a random noise are then fed to the CIGN, a novel extension of cGAN which learns the causal
relations between labels and pixels and pixels themselves and generates samples accordingly. To this end, we propose
to modify the GAN’s generator by integrating the Structural Equation Model (SEM) of the data into the generator and
generating samples from it. The parameters of the SEM, the generator and discriminator are learned via adversarial
training.
2.1 Proposed framework
In this section, we demonstrate the general idea of embedding the SEM in the GAN’s architecture using one of the
widely used variant of GAN, WGAN-GP [10] and introduce an intervention mechanism for this framework. We then
describe how this idea contributes to components of CAN and how these components can be combined to form CAN.
2.1.1 WGAN-GP
A Generative Adversarial Network (GAN) [1] consists of two neural networks namely generator and discriminator
(critic) competing against each other. The generator takes in a random noise vector z and generates a fake sample. The
discriminator receives a real or a fake sample and determines whether it is synthesized by the generator or drawn from
the real distribution. Different loss metrics have been proposed for GANs. For instance, Wasserstein-GAN (WGAN)
[11] uses Earth-Mover (a.k.a Wasserstein-1) distance to compare the real and generated distributions. This metric is
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specifically suitable due to its convergence properties and correlation with the perceptual quality of generated images.
In this paper, we adopt an improved and more stable version of WGAN, WGAN-GP, which enforces the Lipschitz
constraint required by the objective of WGAN by adding a gradient penalty term. The discriminator and generator
losses of WGAN-GP are respectively defined as:
LD = E
x˜∼Pg
[D(x˜)]− E
x∼Pr
[D(x)]︸ ︷︷ ︸
Critic loss
+λ E
xˆ∼Pxˆ
[(‖∇xˆD(xˆ)− 1‖)2]︸ ︷︷ ︸
gradient penalty
,
LG = − E
x˜∼Pg
[D(x˜)],
(1)
where D is a set of 1-Lipschitz functions, Pr and Pg denote the real and model distributions, and Pxˆ is a distribution
obtained by randomly interpolating between real and generated images. The generator learned via this objective is a
deterministic transformation from an easy-to-sample independent distribution to the target random variable. Once the
parameters are learned, the generator can be used to perform non-parametric sampling from marginal distributions
P (x) with this generative process x˜ = G(z; θg) , z ∼ p(z). The G(z; θg) is the generator parameterized with a neural
network with parameters θg and trained via adversarial training.The graphical model of this process is defined as z → x
which assumes that every variable in x depends on every variable of z. However, in reality, only a few variables in z
affect each variable of x. To discover these relationships from the data and generate samples based on them, we propose
to learn causal relationships between variables of x by embedding a Structural Equation Model (SEM) in the generator’s
structure, learn its parameters along with other parameters of the model and generate sample using ancestral sampling.
2.1.2 Integrating SEM into the GAN’s Generator
In this section, we explain the process of integrating the SEM into the GAN’s generator by first formally introducing
the SEM and then explaining the process of embedding it into GAN.
Let X ∈ Rn be a sample from the joint distribution of n variables and A ∈ Rn×n be a weighted adjacency matrix of
the DAG in which each node corresponds to a variable in X. The linear Structural Equation Model (SEM) is defined as:
X = ATX + Z
where Z ∈ Rn is a random noise. In other words, in a SEM, each variable is defined as a (linear) function of its parents
in the causal DAG and a noise variable. The child-parent relationships are encoded via the adjacency matrix A. If the
causal DAG is sorted in topological order, ancestral sampling is done by first sampling a random noise Z and then
solving the following triangular system:
X = (I −AT )−1Z
This equation is a linear deterministic transformation from Z to X . GANs generators are often non-linear transfor-
mations of noise. To add non-linearity, inspired by recent work on learning non-linear SEM [12, 13], we propose to
replace traditional generator (G(Z; θg)) with the following:
X = G((I −AT )−1Z; θg, A) (2)
where G is the generator in the traditional GAN and is instantiated based on the type of data. In this paper, we call G
the non-linear transformation function. Equation (2) demonstrates a mapping from noise to data space by taking causal
relations into account. The parameter A is simultaneously learned along with all other parameters of the model via
adversarial training.
Optimizing the adversarial loss does not guarantee the learned A to be a DAG as required by SEMs. A graph needs
to satisfy the acyclicity constraint to be a DAG. To satisfy this condition, we impose an equality constraint which
guarantees that a graph is acyclic if and only if for any β > 0 [12]:
tr[(I + βAA)n]− n = 0 (3)
where A ∈ Rn×n is the adjacency matrix of the graph, n is number of nodes, "tr" represents trace of a matrix and  is
element-wise multiplication.
We therefore combine this equality constraint with our adversarial loss. The objectives of the modified WGAN-GP with
embedded SEM are given as:
LD = E
x˜∼Pg
[D(x˜)]− E
x∼Pr
[D(x)] + λ E
xˆ∼Pxˆ
[(‖∇xˆD(xˆ)− 1‖)2],
LG = − E
x˜∼Pg
[D(x˜)] = − E
z∼Pz
[D(G(z; θ,A))]
s.t. tr[(I + βAA)n]− n = 0
(4)
This objective is solved with augmented Lagrangian approach [14]. More details can be found in the Appendix. In the
following, we propose an intervention mechanism for our designed framework.
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2.1.3 Intervention Mechanism for Sampling from Interventional Distributions
In a SEM, each variable xi can be written as a deterministic function of its parents (pa(xi)) and a noise variable (zi).
Intervention on variable xi = fi(pa(xi), zi) in the system is accomplished by replacing the function fi with the desired
value where the rest of the system remain unchanged [9]. In terms of graphical models, this is equivalent to removing all
incoming edges to the node in the causal DAG and replacing the value of that node with the interventional value. Doing
so makes the distribution of the ancestors of the node unchanged and only changes the distribution of the descendants.
To model this process, we consider two sources of input for each node in the causal DAG: 1)values of the parent
nodes and a noise variable and 2)interventional value for that node. In the case of generating purely observational data,
the values of parents and a random noise are sampled and used to calculate the value of the node using the equation
xi = fi(pa(xi), zi). Whereas, in the case of sampling from interventional distribution, the interventional value is
selected as the value of the node and that value is propagated to the descendants of that node in the graph. This selection
process is implemented via a mask vector α1 which performs as selector and for each node either selects the value of
parents, their corresponding weights in the SEM and a random noise and calculates the final value the node using them
or selects the interventional value and sets it as the value of node. More formally, we extend our mapping function
defined in equation (2) to enable sampling from both observational and interventional distributions as follows:
X = G((I − α1 AT )−1(α1  Z + (1− α1) C)) (5)
where C ∈ Rn is a vector of interventional values for nodes in the causal DAG where Ci corresponds to the desired
interventional value for the i− th node of the graph and α1 ∈ Rn is a selector mask which selects source of inputs
for each node in the graph. If α1i = 0 then xi = fi(pa(xi), zi) and if α1i = 1 then xi is forced to be equal to Ci, i.e.,
xi = Ci.
It is worth mentioning that we use the intervention mechanism to sample from interventional distribution at inference
time when the SEM has already been learned. Now, we discuss each component of the CAN framework and how the
method proposed in section 2.1.2 can be used to model them.
2.1.4 Label Generation Network
We introduce the Label Generation Network (LGN) whose aim is to learn the causal dependencies between the labels
and generate samples based on them. To achieve this, We directly use the generator proposed in equation (2). However,
the generator non-linear transformation function (G), the discriminator (D) and the loss criterion still need to be designed
according to the type of the data the GAN is designed to generate.
Labels in commonly used datasets are often of discrete nature with multiple categorical variables. Therefore the choice
of G, D and the objective loss need to be suitable for this data type. For the G, we employ the architecture proposed
in [4] for multi-categorical variables. The architecture consists of multiple fully connected layers followed by a layer
with one fully connected output layer per each categorical variable (i.e. label) in the sample. A softmax activation is
then applied on top of this layer. Finally, the outputs of the softmax are concatenated with each other and generate the
final output of the generator. The discriminator is a set of fully connected layers. For the adversarial loss, we utilize
WGAN-GP’s loss, which has proven to be capable of generating discrete samples using continuous generators [10]. We
learn the parameters of LGN by optimizing the adversarial loss in equation (4).
2.1.5 Conditional Image Generation Network
We propose a novel cGAN architecture called Conditional Image Generation Network (CIGN). In traditional cGANs,
labels and random noise are simply concatenated and fed to the generator to synthesize fake samples. These models
assume all labels affect all pixels in the image. This assumption is not true in reality as labels only affect specific pixels
in the image. To learn these relations and consider them while generating samples, we propose a new architecture
of cGAN’s generator such that the new model is able to learn the label-pixel and pixel-pixel causal dependencies.
While learning pixel-pixel criterion can be accomplished by directly using the framework in section 2.1.2, that model
is specifically designed for sampling from marginal distributions and does not support conditioning on additional
information (labels). To address the issue, we model conditioning with our intervention mechanism. Despite differences
between conditioning and intervening on a variable, i.e, conditioning affects the distributions of both ancestors and
descendants and intervening only affects the descendants in the causal graph, these two concepts operate the same for
the variables who have no ancestors in the graph. Since in image generation process the assumption is that labels cause
the image, L → G, the labels are the ancestors of the pixels of the image and conditioning on them is equivalent to
intervention. This subtle observation allows us to use the framework in section 2.1.2 for cGAN generator with minor
modifications. Particularly, In the generator, we have a causal graph of labels and pixels, but assume the values of labels
in the that graph are already given to the model by intervening on them. Hence, we only need to learn the label-pixel
and pixel-pixel relations. For the choice of G, broadly speaking, the network comprises a series of ‘deconvolution’
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Figure 1: CAN framework at a glance: The framework consists of a LGN followed by CIGN. The LGN learns the
causal relations between labels and samples from them. The labels are fed to CIGN which learns the label-pixel and
pixel-pixel relations to generate samples.
layers and the discriminator network is a series of ’convolutional’ layers. In order to learn the parameters, we modify a
variation of AC-GAN’s objective based on WGAN-GP loss to support multiple labels. Formally the objectives of our
proposed CIGN are defined as:
LD = E
x˜∼Pg
[D(x˜)]− E
x∼Pr
[D(x)] + λ E
xˆ∼Pxˆ
[(‖∇xˆD(xˆ)− 1‖)2]− LC ,
LG = − E
x˜∼Pg
[D(x˜)]− LC = − E
z∼Pz
[D(G(z; θ,A))]− LC
s.t. tr[(I + βAA)n]− n = 0
(6)
where LC is the log-likelihood of the correct class defined as LC = E[logP (C = c |Xreal)] + E[logP (C = c |Xfake)].
These objective are solved via adversarial training.
More details on the architecture of both LGN and CIGN are discussed in the Appendix. Finally, the LGN and CIGN
combined together are called CAN. The labels are first sampled from their observational or interventional distributions
via LGN. The sampled labels are then fed to the CIGN and generate samples given the labels. Figure 1 displays an
overview of our proposed CAN framework.
3 Experiment
In this section, we evaluate the performance of the proposed CAN from both quantitative and qualitative perspectives.
In our experiments, we aim to answer the following questions: 1) Is CAN capable of generating samples from both
conditional and interventional distributions?; 2) Are the images generated by CAN diverse, of high quality and close
to the real distribution?; 3) Are labels generated by LGN component of CAN high quality?; and 4) Is CAN able to
learn the causal graph from the data? To answer these, we perform three main types of experiments: image generation
evaluation, label generation evaluation, and validation of the causal graph learned by the CAN. More details on the
experimental settings can be found in the Appendix.
3.1 Image Generation Evaluation
Here, we seek to answer the first two experimental questions, i.e. examining CAN’s ability to generate samples from
observational and interventional distributions and assessing the quality of the (observational) images generated by CAN.
Evaluating the performance of GANs is a challenging task [15]. Following state-of-the-arts [7, 8, 2], we assess the
performance of our proposed framework through both qualitative and quantitative evaluations. To demonstrate the
effectiveness of CAN, we train the model on CelebA, a large-scale face attributes dataset [16], which includes 202,599
images of faces of celebrities along with 40 attribute annotations per each image. Even though CAN is capable of training
on all 40 attributes, o make a fair comparison with previous work [8], the results are presented on 9 selected labels
namely "Bald","Eyeglasses","Male","Mouth-Slightly-Open","Mustache","Narrow-Eyes","Smiling","Wearing-Lipstick",
and "Young".
Qualitative Evaluation of CAN
Here we verify the ability of CAN in generating samples from both interventional and observational distributions in
Figure 2. The difference between conditional and interventional distributions are justified by adding/removing certain
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(a) (b)
Figure 2: Results of CAN for intervening and conditioning on labels. Top two rows show the results for intervention
(i.e. intervention on label=0 and label=1). Bottom two rows are the results for conditioning (i.e. condition on label=0
and label=1) : (a) shows the results for "Bald" label. Since the causal graph is expected to be Male→ Bald, in the
interventional samples we have both bald males and females. However, in the conditional samples, only bald males
can be found. (b) shows the results on label "Mustache". The results are in compliance with the expected causal
graph Male→Mustache. Therefore, in the interventional samples we have both males and females with mustache.
However, in the conditional samples, only males with mustache can be found.
feature to the image through intervention or conditioning. Note that conditional sampling from labels is implemented
through rejection sampling. Due to the space limitation, we only showcase our results for two labels, i.e., Bald and
Mustache. The results for all other labels can be found in the Appendix.
Quantitative Evaluation of CAN
In this experiment, we quantitatively asses the quality of the (observational) images generated by CAN and compare
them with the following baselines: 1) AC-GAN [7]: The state-of-the-art cGAN, where the discriminator is designed to
predict the class label as well as authenticity of an image. AC-GAN discards the label-label, label-pixel and pixel-pixels
causal relations. In our experiments we implement the AC-GAN withWGAN-GP loss and modify the architecture to
accept multiple labels; 2) CausalGAN [8]: The state-of-the-art GAN designed for sampling from both interventional
and conditional distributions based on a known causal graph. CausalGAN only considers causal relations between
labels. CausalGAN requires the causal graph over labels to be know and ignore label-pixel and pixel-pixel relations.
In order to measure the visual quality of synthesized images, we calculate Fréchet Inception distance (FID) which
compares the activations between real and fake samples [17]. However, FID measures the quality of samples from
marginal distributions and is not specifically designed for conditional GANs. Since our method can be considered as
an extension of cGAN, we utilize GAN-train and GAN-test metrics proposed by [18] which are specifically designed
to evaluate cGANs. These two metrics are based on classification accuracy and approximate the recall (diversity)
and precision (quality of the image) of cGANs, respectively. Since these metrics are originally proposed for the case
where each image exactly has one label, to be able to apply them to our model, we extend them by using Hamming
score (a.k.a. label-based accuracy) which is widely used for multi-label classification instead of accuracy. We also
report the GAN-train and GAN-test for each label individually along with details on these metrics calculations in the
Appendix. Table 1 illustrates the FID, GAN-train and GAN-test scores achieved by CAN and the baselines. These
results show in addition to being capable of generating samples from interventional and observational distributions, the
CAN framework is also able to generate high quality and diverse images and outperforms the baselines.
Table 1: The FID, GAN-train and GAN-test scores for CAN and baselines. Analyzing the FID (lower is better) and
GAN-train and GAN-test (higher is better) demonstrates the effectiveness of CAN
Model FID GAN-train GAN-test
CAN 4.95 0.65 0.62
CausalGAN 20.32 0.58 0.45
AC-GAN 12.58 0.60 0.42
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Table 2: Evaluation of the quality of labels on Child dataset
Child
Model MSEp MSEf MSEa
CAN 5.1× 10−4 ± 8× 10−5 1.4× 10−3 ± 4× 10−4 3.4× 10−4 ± 7× 10−5
MC-WGAN-GP 9.8× 10−4 ± 5× 10−5 1.8× 10−3 ± 4× 10−4 4.2× 10−4 ± 8× 10−5
Table 3: Evaluation of the quality of labels on CelebA-Label dataset
CelebA-Label
Model MSEp MSEf MSEa
CAN 6.9× 10−4 ± 10−5 2.2× 10−4 ± 5× 10−5 1.4× 10−5 ± 3× 10−5
MC-WGAN-GP 6× 10−4 ± 10−5 6× 10−4 ± 10−4 1.3× 10−5 ± 3× 10−5
3.2 Label Generation Evaluation
In this section, we evaluate the quality of generated labels by assessing the performance of LGN. We split the
data into 90% training and 10% test. We utilize three Mean Squared Error (MSE) based metrics, i.e. MSEp =
MSE(ptest, psample), MSEf = MSE(ftrain, fsample) and MSEa = MSE(atrain, asample) used in [19, 4] to evaluate the
generated multi-categorical samples. In these metrics, ptest and psample are vectors of frequencies of ones corresponding
to real samples in the test and generated samples, respectively. ftrain and fsample are the f-1 scores of prediction of
each dimension of the vector representing a sample using a logistic regression model trained on the real train set and
generated samples. atrain and asample are the accuracy of predicting each categorical variable in the multi-categorical
sample using real train and generated samples. We compare our model with MC-WGAN-GP [4], a GAN for multi
categorical data. This model discards the causal relations. We demonstrate our results on three datasets with multiple
categorical variables : Child and Alram datasets [20] and All 9 labels used previously from CelebA data. We report the
results for Child and Celeba-label data in tables 2 and 3 and the results for Alarm are shown in the Appendix.
3.3 Validating the causal graph learned by the model
Since the performance of the CAN highly depends on the quality of the causal graph learned by the model from the data,
in this section we evaluate the causal graph generated by CAN on two commonly used datasets for causal discovery:
Child and Alram [20]. We utilize traditional metrics for structure learning, i.e., structural Hamming distance (SHD) and
number of edges discovered [21, 12], and report the numbers. Since these datasets are discrete, we use LGN to learn
the causal DAG. We compare our results with DAG-GNN [12], a variational autoencoder parameterized by a graph
neural network for causal structure learning. As shown in table 4, CAN outperforms the baseline in most of the cases,
which indicates the capability of the model in learning causal graph.
Table 4: Results on child and alarm dataset: SHD (the lower the better) and number of edges are calculated with respect
to the groundtruth
Child Alarm
Model SHD #Edges SHD #Edges
CAN 241 228 61 42
DAG-GNN 242 225 65 48
4 Related work
Conditional GAN (cGAN) is a type of GAN which allows conditional image generation by incorporating additional
information such as class labels into both generator and discriminator. The first cGAN proposes to feed labels and images
to both generator and discriminator [6]. Different variations of cGAN have been proposed to improve the conditional
image generation. AC-GAN [7] proposes to generate high resolution images by modifying the discriminator to predict
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the class label of the images as well as their authenticity. In [22] authors propose a projection based discriminator to
consider the side information in the underlying probabilistic model. In another attempt to combine labels with images,
authors propose to learn the joint distribution of labels and images [23, 24]. However, All aforementioned frameworks
assume the labels are independent. To address this issue, CausalGAN [8] proposes an adversarial training procedure
to generate conditional images given a causal graph for the labels. Despite considering the causal relations between
the labels, the performance of CausalGAN is limited by the requirement of knowing the causal graph. Moreover,
CausalGAN only considers the causal relations between labels and discard the label-pixel and pixel-pixel relations.
Causal discovery is the task of identifying the causal relationships between a set of variables. With the surge of
continuous constraints for learning DAGs [21, 12], neural networks have been leveraged to perform causal discovery
from observational data. For instance, Yu et al. [12] propose a graph neural network based model to recover the causal
DAG. Other works also utilize neural nets to discover causal DAGs by exploiting the non-linear relations between
variables [13], using reinforcement learning to search for the best fitting DAG [25] and proposing a mask gradient-based
approach to learn the DAG [26]. In [27], authors propose to leverage the cGAN to discover the direction of causal
relationships between only two variables. Causality has been also used to improve the deep neural nets. In [28], authors
explore the connection between GANs and causal generative models by considering the image as a cause of neural
network’s weights. In [29], Authors propose a neural net based approach to discover the causal relations between a
label and a static image by discovering the causal relations directions. Non of these works use causality to generate
interventional and conditional images.
5 Conclusions
In this paper, we propose a generative Causal Adversarial Network (CAN) which learns the label-label, label-pixel
and pixel-pixel causal relations from the data and generates samples accordingly. The framework consists of a LGN
and CIGN. The labels sampled from LGN are fed to the CIGN and together they can be used to generate samples
from observational and interventional distributions. We validate the performance of our model through comprehensive
experiments.
Appendix
A.1. Optimization Algorithm using Augmented Lagrangian Multiplier
In order to solve the objective described in equation (4) section 2.1.2 of the main text, we leverage augmented Lagrangian
approach [14] which is widely used to solve the nonlinear equality-constrained problems. We define the Augmented
Lagrangian for equation (4) as:
LD = E
x˜∼Pg
[D(x˜)]− E
x∼Pr
[D(x)] + λ E
xˆ∼Pxˆ
[(‖∇xˆD(xˆ)− 1‖)2],
LG = − E
z∼Pz
[D(G(z; θ,A))] + λ¯c(A) +
ρ
2
‖c(A)‖2 ,
(7)
where c(A) = tr[(I + βA  A)n] − n is the equality constraint and λ¯ and ρ > 0 are the Lagrange multiplier and
the quadratic penalty weight, respectively. Note that we only impose the constraint when training the generator. We
alternate between optimizing the discriminator and the generator. To optimize the objectives in the aforementioned
equation, we use stochastic optimization solvers such as ADAM optimizer [30] or RMSprop [31].
We update λ¯ in each step with the following rule:
λ¯ = λ¯+ ρc(A)
A.2. LGN and CIGN Network Architectures
In this section, we describe the details of the architectures of G (the nonlinear transformation function used in the
generator) and D (discriminator) for the models trained on each dataset.
For all experiments, we use ADAM [30] with β1 = 0.5 and β2 = 0.999 to optimize the LGN network and RMSprop
[31] to optimize the CIGN. The learning rate for both generator and discriminator in LGN is 0.001. The learning rates
for the generator and discriminator of CIGN are set to 0.001 and 0.0002, respectively. All LGN networks are trained for
250 epochs and the CIGN network is trained for 300 epochs. We set the hyperparameter λ (gradient penalty coefficient)
to 1. It is worth mentioning that the dimension of the input noise variable to the generator (z) is not necessarily the
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same as the dimension of the data and could be much smaller. Moreover, in both generator and discriminator of LGN
network, each categorical variable is represented as a one-hot encoded vector and each sample, a multi-categorical
variable, consists of multiple one-hot encoded vectors concatenated with each other. For the generators, we mostly use
normal rectified linear units (ReLU) as nonlinearity and for the discriminators, we utilize leaky rectified linear units
(LReLU) [32] with the negative slope 0.2.
In what follows, we thoroughly discuss the details of the architectures of the models trained on each dataset. Table 5
summarizes the notations we used to descibe the architectures of LGN and CIGN.
Table 5: Notations used to describe the architectures of LGN and CIGN
Notation Definition
DECONV Deconvolutional layer
CONV Standard convolutional layer
FC Fully-connected layer
N Number of output channels
K Kernel size
S Stride size
P Padding size
BN Batch normalization
A.2.1. CelebA Dataset
CelebA Data Preprocessing: The CelebFaces Attributes dataset [16] is a dataset of 202,599 faces of celebrities anno-
tated with 40 attributes. To be consistent with the previous work [8], we select the following 9 attributes to perform our
experiments on: "Bald","Eyeglasses","Male","Mouth-Slightly-Open","Mustache","Narrow-Eyes","Smiling","Wearing-
Lipstick", and "Young". We preprocess the images by first cropping the 178 × 218 images to 178 × 178 and then
resizing them to 64× 64.
Network Architecture: Table 6 and 7 show the architectures of LGN and CIGN trained on CelebA data. For the CIGN
Network, we input a 9 dimensional vector containing the class labels along with 128 noise variables, which together
results in a 137 dimensional input. For the input to the LGN, we use 9 noise variables.
Table 6: LGN Network Architecture for CelebA
Discriminator D Generator G
Input ∈ R18 Input ∈ R9
FC-(N100), LReLU(0.2) FC-(N100), ReLU
FC-(N100), LReLU(0.2) FC-(N100), BN, ReLU
FC-(N100), LReLU(0.2) FC-(N100), BN, ReLU
FC-(N1) FC-(N100), BN, ReLU
9×FC-(N2), BN, ReLU
9× Softmax
A.2.2. Child and Alarm Datasets
Child Dataset: Child data [20] is a commonly used dataset in causal discovery. This dataset consists of 5000
multi-categorical samples where each sample comprises 20 categorical features. Each category is in the range of 1-5.
Alarm Dataset: A widely used multi-categorical data in causal discovery with 5000 samples. Each sample consists of
37 categorical features and each category ranges from 1 to 3.
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Table 7: CIGN Network Architecture for CelebA
Discriminator D Generator G
Input 64× 64 Color image Input ∈ R137
CONV-(N64, K4× 4, S2, P1), LReLU(0.2) FC-(N1024), BN, ReLU
CONV-(N128, K4× 4, S2, P1), BN, LReLU(0.2) FC-(N128× 16× 16), BN, ReLU
FC-(N1024), BN, LReLU(0.2) DECONV-(N64, K4× 4, S2, P1), BN, ReLU
GAN-disc: FC-(N1) DECONV-(N3, K4× 4, S2, P1), TanhClass-disc: FC-(N9)
Table 8: LGN Network Architecture for Child dataset
Discriminator D Generator G
Input ∈ R60 Input ∈ R20
FC-(N100), LReLU(0.2) FC-(N100), ReLU
FC-(N100), LReLU(0.2) FC-(N100), BN, ReLU
FC-(N100), LReLU(0.2) FC-(N100), BN, ReLU
FC-(N100), LReLU(0.2) FC-(N100), BN, ReLU
FC-(N100), LReLU(0.2)
8× FC-(N2)
8× FC-(N3)
1× FC-(N4)
2× FC-(N5)
1× FC-(N6)
FC-(N1) 20× Softmax
Table 9: LGN Network Architecture for Alarm dataset
Discriminator D Generator G
Input ∈ R105 Input ∈ R37
FC-(N100), LReLU(0.2) FC-(N100), ReLU
FC-(N100), LReLU(0.2) FC-(N100), BN, ReLU
FC-(N100), LReLU(0.2) FC-(N100), BN, ReLU
FC-(N100), LReLU(0.2) FC-(N100), BN, ReLU
FC-(N100), LReLU(0.2)
13× FC-(N2)
17× FC-(N3)
7× FC-(N4)
FC-(N1) 37× Softmax
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(a) (b)
Figure 3: Results of CAN for intervening and conditioning on labels : (a) shows the results for "Wearing-Lipstick" label.
Since we expect to haveMale→Wearing−Lipstick, we do not expect intervening on Wearing-Lipstick to affect the
distribution of Male, i.e., P(Male = 1|do(Wearing-Lipstick=1)) = P(Male = 1) = 0.41. Thus, in the interventional
samples we observe both males and females wearing lipstick. On the other hand, conditioning on Wearing-Lipstick
affects the distribution of Male, i.e., P(Male = 1|Wearing-Lipstick=1) ≈ 0. Hence, in the conditional samples, only
females with lipstick can be found. (b) shows the results for "Mustache" label. Since in the learned causal graph we have
Wearing − Lipstick →Mustache, intervening on Mustache should not affect the distribution of Wearing-Lipstick,
i.e., P(Wearing-Lipstick = 1|do(Mustache=1)) = P(Wearing-Lipstick = 1) = 0.47. This explains the existence of
people with mustache both with and without lipstick in the interventional samples. Note that conditioning on Mustache
affects the distribution of Wearing-Lipstick, i.e., P(Wearing-Lipstick = 1|Mustache=1) ≈ 0. Hence, no person with
mustache is seen wearing a lipstick in the conditional samples.
(a) (b)
Figure 4: Results of CAN for intervening and conditioning on labels : (a) shows the results for "Bald" label. According
to the causal graph, we have Y oung → Bald, therefore, intervening on Bald does not affect Young, i.e., P(Young =
1|do(Bald=1)) = P(Young = 1) = 0.77. However, conditioning on Bald changes the P(Young = 1) from 0.77 to 0.23.
(b) shows the results for "Mustache" label. Since in the learned causal graph we have Male→Mustache, intervening
on Mustache should not affect the distribution of Male, i.e., P(Male = 1|do(Mustache=1)) = P(Male = 1) = 0.41.
However, we have P(Male = 1|Mustache=1) ≈ 1), which means the conditional samples should only contain males
whereas in the interventional samples we have both males and females with mustache.
Network Architecture: In our experiments, we only train the LGN Network on Child and Alarm datasets. Table 8
and 9 illustrate the architecture of the LGN Network trained on Child and Alarm data, respectively. We use 20 noise
variables as input to the LGN for Child data. The input to the LGN trained on Alarm data consists of 37 noise variables.
A.3. Additional Experimental Results
A.3.1. Additional Qualitative Results
In this section, we present additional images generated by CAN from both observational (conditional) and interventional
distributions in Figures 3 and 4. Note that in these figures, top two rows show the results for intervention (i.e.,
intervention on label=0 and label=1, respectively) and bottom two rows are the results for conditioning (i.e., condition
on label=0 and label=1, respectively).
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Table 10: The GAN-train and GAN-test scores for CAN and baselines for all 9 labels in CelebA separately. Analyzing
GAN-train and GAN-test (higher is better) demonstrates the effectiveness of CAN
Label Model GAN-train GAN-test
Bald
CAN 97.72 87.67
CausalGAN 91.11 59.43
AC-GAN 91.15 57.96
Eyeglasses
CAN 96.01 91.62
CausalGAN 92.31 87.96
AC-GAN 95.24 87.05
Male
CAN 86.56 88.12
CausalGAN 85.24 76.40
AC-GAN 87.00 70.70
Mouth-Slightly-Open
CAN 79.26 80.00
CausalGAN 75.43 72.36
AC-GAN 79.41 70.85
Mustache
CAN 90.15 90.74
CausalGAN 82.66 59.32
AC-GAN 88.58 57.98
Narrow-Eyes
CAN 82.33 82.90
CausalGAN 61.14 50.23
AC-GAN 69.01 52.51
Smiling
CAN 82.86 86.28
CausalGAN 71.83 72.41
AC-GAN 78.55 71.26
Wearing-Lipstick
CAN 80.07 85.50
CausalGAN 72.30 59.96
AC-GAN 71.09 55.52
Young
CAN 67.37 64.34
CausalGAN 65.93 63.14
AC-GAN 76.39 61.59
A.3.2.Quantitative Evaluation: Evaluation Metrics Details
GAN-train and GAN-test: In this section, we explain the details of the two metrics, namely GAN-train and GAN-test,
which are used to evaluate the proposed CIGN network. More specifically, to calculate GAN-train, a classification
network is trained with images generated by the GAN model, and then its performance is evaluated on a test set of
real-world images. To calculate the GAN-test, on the other hand, a classification network is trained on the real-world
data and tested on the images generated by the GAN. In our experiments, for the classification network, we train
Resnet-18 [33] with learning rate 0.001 for 20 epochs. We also extend the original architecture to perform multi-label
classification. Since our results are for multiple labels, we report both the hamming score, a label-based accuracy
metric for multi-label classification (Table 1 in the main text) as well as classification accuracy for each label. The
classification accuracy per each label is summerized in table 10. The results show that our proposed CAN outperforms
both baselines, i.e. CausalGAN and AC-GAN and demonstrate the effectiveness of our model in generating high-quality
and diverse images compared to the baselines which do not consider the causal relations amongst pixels and labels .
A.3.3. Label Generation Evaluation: Alarm Data Results
Results for the evaluation of samples generated for Alarm data by LGN are shown is table 11. The results show that
CAN outperforms MC-WGAN-GP which does not consider the causal relations between features of a sample and
generates high-quality samples.
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Table 11: Evaluation of the quality of labels on Alarm dataset
Alarm
Model MSEp MSEf MSEa
CAN 4.1× 10−4 ± 2× 10−5 4.9× 10−3 ± 2× 10−3 3.3× 10−4 ± 2× 10−5
MC-WGAN-GP 4.8× 10−4 ± 5× 10−5 7.1× 10−3 ± 2× 10−3 6.3× 10−4 ± 7× 10−5
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